
 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 1, Week 6 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Water Polo Jono Nguyen Senior B Def by Immanuel 0 - 10 
In a rough game, our girls showed good sportspersonship and made the most of their 
opportunities during the game. We wish Tilly all the best with her recovery after her injury 
during the game. 

Water Polo 
Ms Lilley, Brae 

Rawnsley & Mitch 
Phillis 

Middle A 
Def by Loreto 5 - 6 In our first double header round, the girls showed great resilience to swim hard for over an 

hour of play. In the first game, Juliet, Taya and Kari all scored good goals. In the second game, 
Lucy joined the score sheet helping the team to a convincing win. Def Wilderness 9 - 5 

Water Polo Alex Hinton Middle C Def Pembroke 10 - 3 

In only a week, the girls improved rapidly, finishing with a 10-3 win against Pembroke. Despite 
being a new team and hardly having played together previously, the team were able to work 
effectively to achieve well. Cady volunteered for goalie and did well. Emilie scored four of the 
team’s goals. Alice, Olivia and Ailish defended fiercely and Grace was always looking for goal 
opportunities. Thanks to Lily for filling in. Well done. 

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 1, Week 7 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Open B Def by NIHS 4 - 8 

An energetic performance from the team, as close rallies were followed by even closer 
defeats. Some creative plays and adaptation proved to be the turning point for some, with 
some requiring third sets. Overall, the team showed high spirits, playing their best and 
ultimately showing what it is to be an Ignatian. 

Badminton Michael Kolisnyk Open C Def Adelaide 8 - 2 

Everyone played well this Saturday and demonstrated putting theory into practice by using 
skills and new techniques developed at trainings. Good win. 
1st Doubles, played by Kyle and Jack, had a very intense game, winning their sets 24/22 and 
21/18. These sorts of games are great as they inspire teamwork. Well done to them, and to 
everyone else. I thank Kiet, Jason and Kyle for joining the Open C team this week. 

Badminton Mr Stevens Open C2 Def by NIHS 4 - 8 
We fought hard but unfortunately came up short against an excellent opposition.   
Highlights: The doubles match up between our 1 and 2, Fernando Osborn and Lachlan Stevens 
with the opposition and also Jerry Teng’s singles match 



Badminton Josh Winkler Middle B Def Marryatville 8 - 0 
Everyone played great, worked hard and stayed positive throughout the day. 
Best Player: Liam 

Badminton 
Tyler Bogan & 
Arron Nguyen 

Middle C  CBC   

Cricket 
Mr Mullins & Will 

Rice 
First XI Def Rostrevor 

7/83 
5/92 

Winning the toss and batting first on a picturesque Bourke Oval morning, the boys were keen 
to make a big score. We lost wickets at relatively frequent intervals, but the innings was held 
together by captain Archie Walters. With some late order hitting and good running between 
wickets, we finished on 5/92 a score we knew we could defend. The bowling was particularly 
economical early, with the boys restricting Rostrevor to just 18 runs off the first 9 overs. 
Rostrevor did up the run-rate in the second 10 overs, however, we did the work early and 
managed to restrict them to just 83, thanks to tight bowling and 4 run outs. A solid game from 
the boys and one we can look to build on. 
Walters 30, Obbiettivo 17 
Mencel 1/9 (4 overs) 

Cricket Karl Button Second XI Def by PAC 
6/68 

4/199 

A tough day at the office. We bowled first, and with only 8 players, it made it hard to cover 
the field. The wet and dewy grass made the conditions tough with a slippery new ball, 
however, we did manage to bowl well in patches. The opposition were strong and made 
anything short disappear to the boundary. 
Hayden Sparrow bowled some brilliant leg spin taking 3/28 from four overs, and was on a 
hatrick after his first two balls. The rest of the bowlers toiled hard but it just wasn't our day in 
the field.  
With only seven available batsmen, our goal was to bat time and try and get through our 
overs. Christian and Josh gave us a strong start and Ryan batted well in our middle overs. 
With some positives to take away, we will look to develop some more consistency, 
particularly with our voice, pressure and backing up in the field next week. We look forward 
to an opportunity to bounce back strongly. 

Cricket Mr Grundy Middle A  PAC   

Cricket 
Ryan Murphy & 

Declan Munn 
Middle B Def by PAC 

10/32 
2/94 

While it was great to get our season underway, it was a disappointing result against a strong 
opposition. Wickets fell at regular intervals after we won the toss and elected to bat, 
however, Liam Jolly, and Antony Canil batted well against the momentum. Year 7’s Jack 
Krupka and Ben Floreani also batted courageously against older opposition. Everyone bowled 
well to try and defend our score, with Christian Yew and Antony bowling particularly well, 
taking a wicket each. 

Cricket Sean Keenihan 7A Def St Michael's 
8/111 
8/50 

A very disciplined bowling and fielding performance restricted St Michaels to 50 from 23 
overs.  Of the 8 wickets to fall, 7 were bowled.  Royce and Thomas were excellent behind the 
stumps and the voice and support for each other in the field was excellent throughout the 
innings.  Captain Connor took charge in the run chase and laid a strong platform for the 
Wolves to chase down the total in quick time.  A few of our batsmen were undone by ‘jaffas’ 
on a pitch that offered movement for the bowlers.  The balance of our line-up that had some 
time at the crease demonstrated composure and technical competence at the crease with 
Ollie, Raf, Charlie and Joseph cashing in.  A really good team effort that sets the standard for 
our play. 



Connor 17, Ollie 15 NO and 2 wickets 

Raf, Joseph, Xavier, Rushabh, Charlie, Myles - 1 wicket each 

Tennis 
Seb Flock & Luke 

Ciccozzi 
Drive  PAC   

Tennis Xavier Fallo Open A3  St Peter's   

Tennis Ted Davies Open B1  St Peter's Blue   

Tennis Mr Fletcher Open C Def Immanuel 6- 3 

A marathon doubles with Nickels and Holt playing for over an hour on a 6-4 victory, they 
worked hard for each of the points. Nagy defeated Immanuel in his singles, 7 to 4 tiebreak 
with some volleys worthy of the Australian Open. Well done to all players who worked hard 
for our victory. 
Doubles: Pocius/King 6-2, Nickels/Holt 6-4, Scinto/Nagy 0-6 

Singles: Pocius 6-1, O'Loughin 0-6, Holt 6-4, King 6-4, Nickelsn 3-6, Nagy 7-4 in tiebreak 

Tennis Jackson Centenera Middle A  PAC   

Tennis Blake Ferraro Middle A1 Def by PAC 
5 - 46 
7 - 55 

This week the boys matched up against a strong PAC side. The morning began fairly even, 
with either side splitting the doubles sets two each. Some tense and competitive rallies were 
played in the doubles and this continued into the singles matches. Unfortunately, PAC were 
able to gain the upper hand in the singles which resulted in our first loss of the season. The 
boys showed some good signs throughout the morning which gives promise for matches to 
come.  
Best Players: Fraser, George, Remy  

Tennis Adam Watts Middle B1 Def PAC 6 - 3 

Outstanding effort from everyone this week to get a convincing win against PAC. All matches 
were played to a high standard, with almost every player winning at least one of their two 
matches, which added up to a well-deserved win against a strong opposition. Huge thanks to 
George, Gerry, and Will coming down from the Middle A team to fill in.  
Doubles: George & Gerry 6-3, Will & Aryan 3-6, Diako & Earl 6-2. 
Singles: George 6-5 (7-1 tiebreaker), Gerry 6-0, Will 4-6, Aryan 6-3, Diako 1-6, Earl 6-1. 
Best Players: George, enduring a very long singles match to walk away with the win after a 
tiebreaker. Gerry, winning by a huge margin in his singles game.  

Tennis 
Max Busato & Jack 

Sexton 
Middle C  PAC   

Tennis Mr Abela 7A Def SHC 
10 - 65 
2 - 30 

A great round with all players working hard on the court and playing some very clever tennis 
in quite windy conditions. The team moved the opposition around the court and played many 
long rallies.  
Doubles – A. Klomp/J Short 6-2, X. Keenihan/H. Hodges 6-2, K. Kuzman/Z. Silvestri 6-0, 
L. Jackson/A. Martini 1-6 
Singles - A. Klomp 6-2, J Short 6-3, X. Keenihan 6-2, H. Hodges 6-0, K. Kuzman 6-2, 
Z. Silvestri 6-1, L. Jackson 6-5, A. Martini 4-6 

Volleyball Mr Harben Open B1 Def Rostrevor 2 - 0 

We showed the benefit of a couple of training sessions together as players worked together 
well and played to each others strengths effectively. Serving was of a high standard and gave 
us control of the middle and finally front court. We worked hard to make receipt of serve a 
positive. Digs were high and well placed toward setters who gave our front court excellent 
service. Voice continues to be a “work in progress’ but that will come with more time 



together. Marcus was the dominant force on the court but had many around him and giving 
him the right balls to destroy. Power serving from Khiem, good spiking and setting from Nick, 
Michael and Saul, along with the energy, poise and competitiveness of Xanthus and Caleb 
made this a polished performance. The boys found that this level of competition is well within 
their grasp despite the hard work that lies ahead. 

Volleyball Mr Fazzini Open B2 1  Middle A2   

Volleyball Mr Murphy Open B2 2 Def Middle A2 2 - 1 

As SIC  conceded a considerable height difference to their opposition. Team tactics had to be 
adjusted accordingly. Serving deep to the corners and  avoiding when ever possible returning 
the ball to the middle of the court was important.  Best players;  Do Troy, Josh Malhotra and 
Pham Favian 

Volleyball Fr Tanaya SJ Open B2 3  PAC   

Volleyball Mr Wentzel Open B2 4 Def Blackfriars 3 - 0 

Oh what a game! A focused team ready for the challenge took to the court up against 
Blackfriars. Blackfriars, renown for clever, strategic and surprising play moves, seemed to be 
missing their mark and perhaps were not in the zone this week. The two teams were very 
evenly matched. In fact for all three games there was never more than 3 points difference 
between the two teams except at the end of the second. It was nearly always only one or two 
points the difference with countless times the lead changing between the two teams. 
However Ignatius was a better team on the day and always felt on top. Although the scores 
looked close it seemed as if there was no doubt that we would win. A really positive effort, 
boys. 

Volleyball Lauren Baso Open C1  Rostrevor   

Volleyball Tom Wilson Open C2  St Peter's    

Volleyball Nik Villios Middle A2 Def St Paul's 2 - 1 

The boys played well as a team in order to hold it together and come back from behind to win 
the deciding set 17-15 saving a couple of match points against them. 
Great serving by Alex Kalleske, defence and setting by Levi Villios and strong backing up by 
Luca Malhotra 
Best Player: Max McCormack 

Volleyball Mr Schapel Middle B1 Def St Paul's 2 - 0 

Tumbi and Marcus both served very well and played excellently through-put the match. 
During the first set it took a little for the team to gel and start passing the ball around with 
some unforced errors occurring. At the end of the first set and during the second set all 
players contributed extremely well to win the match in two sets.   

Volleyball Isaiah Greco Middle B2 Def by Glenunga 0 - 3 

The boys came into the match with a great amount of energy, they were ready to fight hard at 
an unfamiliar venue. The serving started off a little weak, however as the match went on, the 
serves became more consistent and stronger allowing the boys to obtain more and more 
points. The opponents had some strong serves, often able to blow past our defence, however 
as we faced more and more serves, the boys became more well-suited, allowing them to 
return multiple throughout the match. Unfortunately, after a long fought battle, the boys 
were defeated, hopefully we can get them next time! 
Best players: Nick Cirocco and Ryan Yap 



Both of these boys came into the game with plenty of energy, Nick took advantage of his 
height and made some great sets into the back court, along with Ryan who also managed to 
set up his fellow players on multiple occasions with some great shots. 

Volleyball Mrs John Middle C Def Glenunga 3 - 0 

Saint Ignatius Middle C faced off against Glenunga and fought hard to secure a straight set 
win. Dante Spinelli led the boys well, encouraging teamwork and communication during some 
long rallies, resulting in the precise return of the ball. In addition, Christian Picarello and 
Lennon Chi served with precision, helping to take the lead. All players demonstrated fantastic 
teamwork and displayed exemplary sportsmanship towards their opponents. A fantastic 
effort. Good luck next week! 
Best Players: Christian Picariello for his exceptional serving. 

Volleyball Lauren Schell Middle C1  Pulteney   

Volleyball Stefan D'Annunzio Middle C2  Pedare   

Water Polo Nat Swan Open A Def by PAC 2 6 - 4 

We came up against a very well-drilled PAC Open B team this week. The boys 
were not intimidated in any way, starting the game strongly with a 2-0 lead. 

Nick Mander had the best game I’ve seen him play in goals, making countless 
saves and always throwing excellent passes. Darcy was also very strong for us 

in both offence and defence. The game was level until the last few minutes 
when PAC’s superior fitness helped them score two unanswered goals to hand 

them the lead. The boys should be very proud of how they played. 
Water Polo Mr Graham Open B  St Peter's    

Water Polo Kai Peters Middle B1 Def by Pembroke 5 - 10 

It was a tough game this week against Pembroke. We played extremely well in the first three 
quarters however let them score three goals in the last quarter. Everyone put in a terrific 
effort. James was able to score multiple goals this game while the rest of the team tried their 
best in defence. Moving forward everyone need to be more confident in their shooting ability. 

Water Polo 
Kai Peters & Hugh 

Serocki 
Middle B2 Def by St Peter's White 6 - 8 

On Friday, the years 7/8 water polo team played against a strong St Peters team. The boys 
fought really hard despite having only 2 substitutions and the years 8s having already played a 
full game before that. Unfortunately, the boys went down 6 to 8. Congrats to Eric Young for 
his great defence and Josh Kavanagh for playing a great first game. 

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 1, Week 7 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball Joyce Laroza Senior C Def by Loreto 1 20 - 28 
First game of the year started off pretty slow with energies running low in the early morning. 
With no subs our girls pressed on against 9 of the Loreto girls with some amazing teamwork 
down the court. With Tahlia Jolly putting up some strong rebounds under the ring, Amelia 



Lascala tossing up some wonderful shots outside the key, and Elisa Hinton with her drives and 
three-point shots overall, the girls did a fantastic job catching up to Loreto. 

Basketball 
Liam Hennig & 
Emma Carey 

Middle B Def Cardijn 1  

In the second week without a sub the girls worked tirelessly to secure their second win of the 
season. Everyone played well in offense, running in transition to get easy baskets and moving 
the ball to get open shots. When Cardjin started to get back into the game everyone adapted 
to different defensive strategies exceptionally which enabled them to hold on to their lead 
and eventually win the game comfortably. 
Best Players: Arabella, Ava 

Basketball 
Alyssa Booth & 

Lauren Palumbo  
Middle C1 Def Cabra  22 - 5 

This week saw some new faces on the court, with the new Middle C1 girls playing their first 
game of the year. While the game was hectic to say the least, the girls were able to secure a 
convincing lead early on and maintain this throughout the game. This was thanks to their 
teamwork and the equal contributions and respective strengths of each and every one of the 
girls. Special mentions go to Funke Odusanya for her exceptional pressure on the ball, to Lucy 
O’Grady for her strong cross-court movement, and to Gabby Elias for her sharp shooting. 

Basketball Mason Manning Middle C2 Def NIHS 54 - 4 
The team's first game together was a success with a supportive atmosphere and scoring all 
round. The girl's started off a bit rocky but quickly found their feet individually and as a team. 
I look forward to the rest of the season to see how far we can go.  

Tennis Mr D'Onofrio Senior A1 Def SIC Middle A1 5 - 1 

In a very awkward encounter not only did we play against one of our other Ignatian teams but 
there was also some sibling rivalry. In the end our girls were too strong for our opposition but 
some of the tennis was the best that we had played in a while. There were some excellent 
rallies and great shot making in many of the games. 

Tennis Melissa Busato Senior A2 Def SHC 4 - 2 

A well-deserved win for the girls today. SHC put up a great fight today and our girls responded 
in kind to secure the first win of the term.  
Special mention goes to Mia S. and Eliza for there great teamwork in their doubles despite the 
score and to Mia S. for her excellent court work in her singles. 
Eliza and Mia showed great serves and court play in their doubles and singles matches. 

Tennis Mr Massy-Gartly Senior B1 Def MMC 
3 - 22 
3 - 19 

Doubles started with Marla and Stefania vs MMC 1 & 2, which was a hard-fought match, but 
ended in 2-6 for SIC. Charlotte and Ruby also played and got a comfortable 6-0 win in their 
match. Singles featured Marla, Stefania, Katia and Ruby. Marla fought well, but ended at 2-6, 
Stefania fought hard but was out matched at 0-6, Ruby continued her streak at 6-0 and Katia 
won with 6-1. Good effort all round, those that lost should be commended on their 
commitment to every point. 

Tennis Mrs Capitaine Senior B2 Def SAC 5 - 1 
Beautiful weather and great opposition. Girls were well matched with opposing team. All girls 
played well. Some great rallies. 

Tennis Danika Tremonte Senior C1 Def Loreto  5 - 1 
The Senior C1 team entered the courts with their first match of the year, winning comfortably 
against their Loreto opponents. The team worked well securing majority of their sets. 
Best Player: Emily Fidock 

Tennis Brianna Gotting Senior C2  BYE   

Tennis Mr Picca Middle A1 Def by SIC Senior A1 1 - 5 

An incredible achievement from the Junior Girls considering they played the top team. Ada 
Comin was an absolute standout this week – beating Mr D’Onofrio’s number 1 (6-4). Although 
Janice and Ada lost their set 6-4 (against the 1 and 2 from the Senior Girls A1 team), they both 
played really well throughout the set and were unlucky to lost the set due to too many 



unforced errors. Watching the Doyle sisters verse each other was another highlight. Phoebe 
had a really great set, but just lost out to her older sister 6-3.  

Tennis Yasmin Luu Middle B1 Def by SIC C1 
0 - 15 
6 - 36 

I must commend the girls for their efforts, as it is not easy to play against your friends and 
peers. Although it wasn’t the result the girls were hoping for, they gave it their best try, but 
unfortunately just fell short this week. 

Tennis Miss Kind Middle C1  SIC B1   

Tennis Mr Donato Middle C2 Def SAC 4 - 2 

The girls played their opponents from SAC with great determination and teamwork. A great 
result for our second win of the season. Well done girls! 
Jesse Wang & Lulu Lu won their doubles match 6-3, Zoe Yang teamed up for two doubles 
matches with Grace Lenden Barnes also winning 6-3. Jessie, Lulu both won their singles 
matches 6-1 and 6-5 respectively. Grace played well in her singles narrowly losing 5-6 and we 
thank Leila from the C1 team for filling in position 4 who met tough opposition in her singles 
match going down 6-2. 

Touch Mrs Weight Senior B1 Def by Golden Grove 2 - 3 

It was a very close game against Golden Grove this week. We defended very well at the line 
and shut down a lot of their scoring opportunities, however, we were just unable to get more 
on the board for ourselves. We need to work on the organisation of our rucking to make 
ground and gain momentum. Communication amongst the team continues to improve and 
has been very valuable for our defensive efforts. 
Best players: Tanya & Amelia 

Touch 
Lucinda Baily & 

Alex Hinton 
Senior C2  SDPC   

Touch Mr O'Brien Senior C3  St Michael's   

Touch Ms Morrish Middle B Def Pembroke 3 - 1 

A coach cannot ask for much more than a team implementing the game play strategies that 
we worked on at training and that is exactly what this team did. This was evident in the way 
that the team worked together to build momentum down the field, resulting in numerous 
opportunities to attack the line. It was also pleasing to see our line attacks improve as the girls 
sought to run the ball at the line rather than laterally. These improvements led to the score 
turnaround from our first game. The girls should be really proud of how their commitment to 
training is paying off in their team work on the field. Great work team! 

Touch 
Chloe Holland & 

Molly Ingram 
Middle C Def by Loreto 0 - 2 

A great effort from the team today in very hot conditions. The girls worked hard in defence 
and communicated well with who was taking the touch. Their positioning when defending, 
especially with spreading out alone the line, was much better this week. The wings did very 
well at staying wide in attack and creating space on the field. A big thank you to Sabina, 
Grace, Ailish and Millie who filled in from the Middle Bs and all played tremendously.  
Best Players: Alice, Maisie, April 

Volleyball Mr Passaniti Senior A1 Def Nazareth 2 - 1 

The team had a strong start taking an early lead in the 1st set. They used their 3 hits well and 
set up some incredible points. Newly appointed Captain, Amelie led the team well with some 
strong serves and high digs. Sophie and Leticia were formidable at the net. Strong serving saw 
them take out the set comfortably 25 – 18. They were mindful of making a strong start in the 
second set and did so. Nazareth stepped up their game though and whilst we led the set 24-
20, Nazareth crawled back and eventually had set point. Thankfully we kept our composure 
although the heart rate of stand in coach Brzezinski was through the roof, we eventually won 



the set 31 – 29. This set saw some amazing highlights. Wanika had some wonderful plays at 
the net, Maria set and spiked well whilst Grace was consistent all round the court. The final 
set was a party set although we had used up most of our adrenaline winning the second. 
Excellent game all round from the team and exciting to see what more they will produce over 
the season. 

Volleyball Stefan D'Annunzio Senior B2  OLSH   

Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C3  SIC C4   

Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C4  SIC C3   

Volleyball Jordan Hedley Senior C5 Def SAC 2 - 1 
The best player for this game was Gabriella Picariello with solid consistent serves that won 
many points. The girls have used three hits consistently with now trying to spike as well. 

Volleyball Jordan Hedley Senior C6  SDPC    

Volleyball Ms C Prior Middle B Def by SHC 1 - 2 

With only four players present, we knew it was going to be a challenging game.  We needed 
to cover greater space and support each other more than is normally required.  At first we 
were a little overwhelmed and although we closed the gap somewhat, we lost the first set, 
finishing 18 to 25 points.  In the second set, we discovered gaps in the oppositions game play, 
considered our position better on the court and started to support each other more.  This 
resulted in a win 25 to 21 points.  This spurred us on to the third set, only to have one player 
go down with an injury. The final set got away from us 10 to 14 points.  As we had an 
incomplete team, the students in attendance were amazing in their game play.  They played 
hard, they tried different techniques and they persisted until the very end. 

Volleyball Abi Stacey Middle C2 Def Gleeson 3 - 0 

Following a hesitant start to the game, after some excellent serving from Tiki and Criselda, the 
team concluded with a fantastic win of 3 – 0 sets.  With serving being a predominant 
inconsistency in the first half of the first set, the girls gradually gained confidence as they 
settled into more consistent serving, resulting in the win of the first set. This continued 
throughout the second and third set, and with some effective spikes by Janice, and great team 
play by Lucy, Eugena and Dorothy, the girls managed to win all three sets.   
All the girls contributed significantly to the great win and should all be congratulated for their 
efforts in the game.  However, special mentions this week belong to Tiki and Criselda, who 
demonstrated some excellent and effective serving skills.  Additionally, special mention to 
Natalie who played extremely well for someone playing their first ever game of volleyball. The 
girls all demonstrated significant potential, and with a little bit of practice, it is looking to be a 
great season for the Middle C2 Girls Volleyball team.   

Volleyball Liam Hennig Middle C3  Kildare 5   

Volleyball Isaiah Greco Middle C4 Def SIC C5 3 - 0 

Unfortunately, the original opponents Marryatville weren’t able to play however, the Ignatius 
Middle C5 team stepped up and gave the girls an opportunity to play a scratch match at 
training. As per usual, the girls came onto the court full of energy, cheering on the starting 
server ready to play their hearts out. The girls’ serves were consistent and powerful, with a 
few overhead serves being added into the mix, the communication on the court was 
impeccable and the girls have really begun to work together as a well-oiled machine. The girls 
came away with another very deserved win, 3-0. 



Volleyball Mr Bauze Middle C5 Def by SIC C4 0 - 3 

The Middle School C5 team came up against the more experienced C4 team during training on 
Wednesday Week 7. The first game was the closest at 25 to 20 but then we seemed to tire 
more quickly than our opponents. There were still some excellent performances and the 
improvement in only a couple of weeks was evident. Martha continued to lead the way with 
serving, closely followed by Panae and Chelsea. Clara and Lily M won a few points at the net 
and Madeleine, Portia and Willa got in some good digs. Valentina, Lily H and Ella provided 
excellent support. 
Best players: Anastasia and Hiral 
Both girls brought plenty of energy to the game, along with some well-received digs and deep 
sets into the backcourt of the opponent’s side. 

Volleyball Laura Scarpantoni Middle C6 Def by Loreto 1 - 3 

With the season well and truly underway, the girls got off to a good start in the first set. With 
a great serving run from Olivia the girls managed to break away from the opposition, winning 
the first set. The second set was the girls' undoing and unfortunately weren't able to get back 
in it. The girls were determined to win the third. They got the lead early with some great 
points but the opposition managed to close the gap and win. Overall, the girls did really well 
and their progress over the past two games has been great to watch. 

Water Polo 
Orion Sommariva & 

Ms Davey 
Senior A  BYE   

Water Polo Jono Nguyen Senior B  BYE   

Water Polo 
Ms Lilley, Brae 

Rawnsley & Mitch 
Phillis 

Middle A 

Drew 
with 

Mercedes 6 - 6 

In the first game against Mercedes, the girls showed great sportsmanship by giving up a 
player each quarter for the opposing team as they were one down. After a slow start, being 
down 3-6 at halftime, they fought back strongly in the second half to come out with a draw of 
6-6. A true display of grit and determination in a fast-paced game. Taya 3 goals and Juliet 3 
goals. 

Def Immanuel 19 - 1 

In the second game against Immanuel, the girls played a much less experienced team where 
the mercy rule came into place at halftime, 11-1 up. The girls used this opportunity to practice 
their skills and change some positions. This saw Elena come out of being the goalie where she 
was able to score her first goal. The girls showed a brilliant display of teamwork and 
sportsmanship. Everyone played exceptionally, allowing everyone within the team to score 
within the match, to close with a 19-1 victory. Lucy 4, Taya 5, Juliet 3, April 2, Eleanor 1, Kari 2 
and Sienna 2 goals. 

Water Polo Alex Hinton Middle C Def by Seymour 0 - 11 

The structure of this game looked slightly different this week. Unfortunately, Seymour were 
experienced players and therefore scored many more times than our team. Every player gave 
a superb effort in maintaining their position in the pool. Everyone also took turns in being 
goalie, which was great. The girls learnt some good game tactics, particularly when they were 
tired and we never gave up. 

 



Ignatian Sports Reports (Mixed)  
Term 1, Week 5 

 
Athletics  

Rowing  

Swimming  

 

 


